Selective attention contributes to global processing in vision.
Information processing is more effective within attended regions of the visual field and the size of the attended region is variable. This observation conflicts with the assumption, used in measuring the spatial extent of global integration of coherent local orientations, that optimal sensitivity to texture information is immediately available within an appropriately sized neuronal receptive field. Using extended patterns that require global processing to detect the presence of coherent orientation structure, we found that the size and topology of the region of integration of local visual cues is not fixed. Integration can occur out to a radius of at least 10 degrees, an area (314 square degrees) much larger than previously supposed, and can be constrained to annular in addition to circular apertures. The use of such spatial apertures was found to be mediated by observer expectation. The processing of texture information available in selected areas is optimized through the exclusion of noise outside the regions of interest.